SSB RECOVERED CACHE OF ARMS

New Delhi-01 May, 2017 - On receipt of specific input, a joint operation with Indian Army and local Police was conducted by 24 Bn Battalion SSB on 30 April, 2017 and apprehended one poacher Nirmal Basumatary from Musulpur, District Baksha. On the tip of apprehended poacher, Commandant 24th Bn SSB, CO, 21 Mahar, Army and local police planned a raid at house of Ranjan Boro. Ranjan Boro was not found but large cache of arms & Ammunition were recovered from his house. Details of Recovered Arms & Ammunition are as under:-

1) 02 numbers (nos.) AK-56 rifle, 2) 04 nos. AK-56 rifle magazine, 3) 40 nos. AK-56 living cartridge, 4) 02 nos. 9 mm Pistol, 5) 04 no. 9 mm Magazine, 6) 48 nos. 9 mm Live cartridge, 7) 01 no. 7.62 mm Live cartridge, 08) 01 no. 303 live cartridge, 09) 01 no. factory made rifle.

The recovered arms and ammunition was handed over to Daranga police.
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